Mona Vale Cemetery NSW 1914-c.2008

This is principally a transcript of monuments by Robert (Bob) Pauling done over several years to 2008. It contains details of the individual, the plot and section of the cemetery and other people mentioned on the monument, many still living at that time.

The total of deceased persons recorded is 6,033. BDA cross indexed other people mention on the monuments including parents and spouses of the deceased but not children as a very large number were named with their nickname only. This resulted in 7,136 people recorded.

A number of monuments were difficult to decipher, the date of death of some have been added by BDA from The Ryerson Index.

Our thanks to Bob Pauling for supplying the data to add to the BDA Database.

The following persons assisted with the transcription of the Mona Vale Cemetery.

Lionel Benstead; Rhonda Benstead; Dorothy Blake; Neil Blake; Gloria Carroll; Peggy Craigie; Helena Douglas; Noreen Frazer; Ken Gardner; Moya Gardner; Trish Gray; Ronda Harford; Coralie Hird; Ann Hurley; Morrie; Johnston; Margaret Lind; Joy McCowan; Bob Pauling; Judy Waterer.
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Information Page written by Malcolm Sainty.

Historical resources available from the BDA Shop
http://www.bda-online.org.au/shop

For other Cemetery Records included in the BDA see
http://www.bda-online.org.au/sources/cemeteries
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